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For	 all	 the diªerences between Democrats and Republicans 
that were laid bare during the 2012 U.S. presidential campaign, 
the parties’ standard-bearers, Barack Obama and Mitt Romney, 
do seem to have agreed on one thing: the importance of equal 
opportunity. In remarks in Chicago in August, Obama called for 
an “America where no matter who you are, no matter what you look 
like, no matter where you come from, no matter what your last name 
is, no matter who you love, you can make it here if you try.” The 
same month, he urged the Supreme Court to uphold a⁄rmative 
action in public universities, putting his weight behind what has 
been a mainstay of U.S. equal opportunity legislation since the 1960s. 
Days later, the Republican vice presidential nominee, Paul Ryan, 
echoed Obama’s sentiment, saying, “We promise equal opportunity, 
not equal outcomes.” Romney, too, argued that whereas Obama “wants 
to turn America into a European-style entitlement society,” his 
administration would “ensure that we remain a free and prosperous 
land of opportunity.”

It is no accident that both campaigns chose to emphasize equality 
of opportunity. It has long been at the center of the American ethos. 
And one of the United States’ major successes in the last half century 
has been its progress toward ensuring that its citizens get roughly the 
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same basic chances in life, regardless of gender or race. Today, women 
are more likely to graduate from college than men and are catching 
up in employment and earnings, too. The gap between whites and 
nonwhites has narrowed as well, albeit less dramatically.

Yet this achievement has been double edged. As gender and 
race have become less significant barriers 
to advancement, family background, an 
obstacle considered more relevant in ear-
lier eras, has reemerged. Today, people 
who were born worse oª tend to have 
fewer opportunities in life. 

Of course, there is no perfect way to 
measure opportunities. The best method 
devised thus far is to look at outcomes: 
college completion, gainful employment, 

and su⁄cient income. If the average outcome for one group far 
outpaces that for another, social scientists conclude that the first 
group had greater opportunities. Comparing outcomes is not fool-
proof, as diªerences in outcomes can result from diªerences in 
eªort. But a person’s eªort is itself shaped by the circumstances he 
or she encounters. 

To assess equality of opportunity among people from diªerent 
family backgrounds, the measure of outcome that social scientists 
look at is relative intergenerational mobility—a person’s position on 
the income ladder relative to his or her parents’ position. Social 
scientists don’t have as much information as they would like about 
the extent of relative intergenerational mobility, its movement over 
time, and its causes. The data requirements are stiª; analysts need a 
survey that collects information about citizens’ incomes and other 
aspects of their life circumstances, then does the same for their 
children, and for their children’s children, and so on. The best 
assessment of this type in the United States, the Panel Study of 
Income Dynamics, has been around only since the late 1960s.

Even so, there is general consensus among social scientists on 
a few basic points. First, an American born into a family in the bottom 
fifth of incomes between the mid-1960s and the mid-1980s has 
roughly a 30 percent chance of reaching the middle fifth or higher 
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in adulthood, whereas an American born into the top fifth has an 
80 percent chance of ending up in the middle fifth or higher. (In 
a society with perfectly equal opportunity, every person would 
have the same chance—20 percent—of landing on each of the 
five rungs of the income ladder and a 60 percent chance of landing 
on the middle rung or a higher one.) This discrepancy means that 
there is considerable inequality of opportunity among Americans 
from diªerent family backgrounds.

Second, inequality of opportunity has increased in recent decades. 
The data do not permit airtight conclusions. Still, available compilations 
of test scores, years of schooling completed, occupations, and incomes of 
parents and their children strongly suggest that the opportunity 
gap, which was narrowing until the 1970s, is now widening. 

Third, in a sharp reversal of historical trends, there is now less 
equality of opportunity in the United States than in most other 
wealthy democratic nations. Data exist for ten of the United States’ 
peer countries (rich long-standing democracies). The United 
States has less relative intergenerational mobility than eight of them; 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Norway, Sweden, 
and the United Kingdom all do better. The United States is on par 
with France and Italy.

So how did the United States get here? Why did it falter where 
other nations have not? And how can it fix the problem? On the 
right, a standard proposal is to strengthen families. On the left, a 
recent favorite is to reduce income inequality. And everyone supports 
improving education. To know which proposals would work best, it 
helps to understand the roots of the new opportunity gap.

the	lost	opportunity	cost
Between	the	mid-1800s and the 1970s, diªerences in opportunity 
based on family circumstances declined steadily. As the formerly 
farming-based U.S. labor force shifted to manufacturing, many 
Americans joined the paid labor force, allowing an increasing share 
of them to move onto and up the income ladder. Elementary education 
became universal, and secondary education expanded. Then, in the 
1960s and 1970s, school desegregation, the outlawing of discrimination 
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in college admissions and hiring, and the introduction of a⁄rmative 
action programs helped open economic doors for an even wider swath 
of Americans.

But since the 1970s, the United States has been moving in the 
opposite direction. A host of economic and social shifts seem to have 
widened the opportunity gap between Americans from low-income 
families and those from high-income families. First, family life 
has changed, at least for some. The share of poorer children growing 
up with both biological parents has fallen sharply, whereas there has 
been less change among the wealthy. About 88 percent of children 
from high-income homes grow up with married parents. That is 
down from 96 percent four decades ago. Meanwhile, only 41 percent 
of poorer children grow up in homes with married parents, down 
from 77 percent four decades ago. That has hurt poorer children’s 
chances of success, since children who live with both of their parents 
are more likely, even accounting for income, to fare better in school, 
stay out of trouble with the law, maintain lasting relationships, 
and earn higher incomes as adults. 

The modern culture of intensive parenting—a largely middle- 
and upper-class phenomenon—adds to the gap. Low-income 
parents are not able to spend as much on goods and services aimed 
at enriching their children, such as music lessons, travel, and summer 
camp. Low-income parents also tend to read less to their children 
and provide less help with schoolwork. They are less likely to set and 
enforce clear rules and routines for their children. And they are less 
likely to encourage their children to aspire to high achievement in 
school and at work. 

Furthermore, a generation ago, most preschool-aged children 
stayed at home with their mothers. Now, many are enrolled in some 
sort of child care. But the quality of their experiences varies. A¤uent 
parents can send their children to nationally recognized education-
oriented preschools. Poorer parents might have little choice but to 
leave their children with a neighborhood babysitter who plops them 
in front of the television. Research by the economist James Heckman 
and others finds that much of the gap in cognitive and noncognitive 
skills between children from poor homes and those from a¤uent 
homes is already present by the time they enter kindergarten.
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Things don’t improve once children reach grade school. Funding 
for public k–12 schools, which used to vary sharply across school 
districts, has become more even in recent decades. Nevertheless, a 
large diªerence remains in the quality of education between the best 
and the worst schools, and the poorest neighborhoods often have the 
weakest schools. According to data compiled by Sean Reardon of 
Stanford University’s School of Education, the gap in average test 
scores between elementary- and secondary-school children from 
high-income families and those from low-income families has risen 
steadily in recent decades. Among children born in 1970, those from 
high-income homes scored, on average, about three-quarters of a 
standard deviation higher on math and reading tests than those from 
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low-income homes. Among children born in 2000, the gap has grown 
to one and a quarter standard deviations. That is much larger than 
the gap between white and black children.

Partly because they tend to be far behind at the end of high 
school, and partly because college has gotten so expensive, children 
from poor backgrounds are less likely than others to enter and 
complete college. The economists Martha Bailey and Susan Dynarski 
have compared the college completion rates of Americans who grew 
up in the 1960s and 1970s to the rates of those who grew up in the 
1980s and 1990s. The share of young adults from high-income 
homes that got a four-year college degree rose from 36 percent in 
the first group to 54 percent in the second group. The share from low-
income homes, however, stayed almost flat, rising only from five 
percent to nine percent. 

When it comes time to get a job, the story is no better. Low-
income parents tend to have fewer valuable connections to help 

their children find good jobs. Some people 
from poor homes are further hampered by 
a lack of English-language skills. Another 
disadvantage for the lower-income popu-
lation is that in the 1970s and 1980s, the 
United States began incarcerating a lot more 
young men, including many for minor 
oªenses. Having a criminal record makes 
it all the more di⁄cult to get a stable job 

with decent pay—if, that is, good jobs still exist. A number of 
developments, including technological advances, globalization, a 
loss of manufacturing employment, and the decline of unions, 
have reduced the number of jobs that require limited skills but pay 
a middle-class wage—the very kind of jobs that once moved poorer 
Americans into the middle class. 

Finally, changes in partner selection have also widened the 
opportunity gap. Not only do those from better-oª families tend 
to end up with more schooling and higher-paying jobs; they are 
more likely than ever to marry (or cohabit with) others like them-
selves, according to research by the sociologists Christine Schwartz 
and Robert Mare.

One solution would be 
to get more money into 
the hands of low-income 
families with children.
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For all these reasons, the gap in opportunity between the United 
States’ rich and poor has expanded in recent decades. Left unchecked, 
the trend threatens not only to oªset the progress the United States 
has made on gender and racial equality but also to usher in a future 
of deep and hardened class divisions.

It might be tempting to shrug and conclude that the high and 
increasing opportunity gap in the United States is an unfortunate 
but inevitable consequence of economic and social shifts. The 
problem with this reaction is that other a¤uent democracies do 
better. The United States has lost its historical distinction as the 
land of opportunity. Yet there is at least some good news: the fact 
that other countries are more successful in this area suggests that 
with the right policies, the United States could do better, too. 

valuable	families
One	simple,	straightforward solution would be to get more money 
into the hands of low-income families with children. The education 
policy experts Greg Duncan, Ariel Kalil, and Kathleen Ziol-Guest 
have found that for children who grew up in the United States in 
the 1970s and 1980s, an increase in family income of a mere $3,000 
during a person’s first five years of life was associated with nearly 
20 percent higher earnings later in life. The finding suggests that 
government cash transfers of just a few thousand dollars could give 
a significant lifelong boost to the children who need it most. Most 
other a¤uent countries, including those that do better on equality 
of opportunity, oªer a universal “child allowance” that does exactly 
this. In Canada, for instance, a family with two children receives an 
annual allowance of around $3,000, and low-income families with 
two children might receive more than $6,000. The United States 
has only a weaker version of the benefit, the Child Tax Credit, which 
doles out a maximum of just $1,000 a year per child. Moreover, 
receipt of the money is contingent on filing a federal tax return, 
which not all low-income families do.

Other solutions involve Washington getting involved in home 
life. Fewer children in the United States grow up with both biological 
parents than in any other a¤uent country for which data are available. 
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To remedy this, some, such as Barbara Dafoe Whitehead and David 
Popenoe, co-directors of the National Marriage Project at Rutgers, 
favor eªorts to promote marriage. But research by the sociologists 
Kathryn Edin, Sara McLanahan, and Paula England and others 
suggests that this strategy is misplaced. Since women today need less 
from marriage and expect more from it than they used to, those who 
are better educated and better oª tend to take more time to get 
established in their jobs and find good partners, which enhances the 
likelihood of a lasting marriage (or cohabitation). They delay child-
bearing as well. Among poorer and less-educated women, who see 
little prospect of a fulfilling and lucrative career, having a child in 
their teens or early 20s remains common. These women are less likely 
to stay with a partner: they have had less time to mature personally 
and to find a person with whom they are compatible, their partners 
are more likely to have weak financial prospects and a preference for 
traditional gender roles, and the presence of a child heightens financial 
and interpersonal tensions. Given all this, convincing more young 
low-income couples who get pregnant to marry is unlikely to produce 
many lasting relationships. 

Genuine progress probably hinges on poor or less-educated women 
delaying childbirth. Eventually, this will happen; the teen birthrate 
has already been dropping for nearly two decades, albeit slowly. 
For its part, Washington (or any other government) has only limited 
tools to speed it up. The best might be an education campaign, as 
Ron Haskins and Isabelle Sawhill, policy experts at the Brookings 
Institution, have suggested, that focuses on the benefits of the 
“success sequence”: first education, then a stable job, then marriage, 
and then children.

What about parenting practices, which have a clear eªect on 
childhood development? Although few Americans support extensive 
government intrusion into home life, one potentially acceptable way 
that Washington and state governments could try to improve parenting 
is by paying for home visits by nurses or counselors and providing 
free or low-cost parenting classes. Getting people to change their 
behavior and routines is very di⁄cult, so the benefits of such programs 
are inevitably modest. Nonetheless, in a recent review of existing 
research, the sociologist Frank Furstenberg found evidence that 
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programs aimed at teaching better practices to parents of children 
at middle-school age or younger yield some improvements in 
school readiness and school performance.

making	the	grade
Given	 the	 di⁄culties of altering home life, improving schools 
remains the United States’ main tool for assisting less-advantaged 
children. For all their inadequacies, public schools do help equalize 
opportunity by improving students’ cognitive abilities. During 
summer vacation, the cognitive abilities of children in low-income 
families tend to regress, relative to those of their more advantaged 
peers. In other words, these children would lag even further behind 
if they never attended school.	

A universal system of aªordable, educational child care and preschool 
could help close the capability gap that opens up during the early 
years of life. Additionally, it would facilitate parents’ employment 
and thereby boost household incomes, making it doubly helpful for 
children in low-income families. The Nordic countries oªer some 
lessons: in the 1960s and 1970s, these countries introduced paid 
maternity leave and publicly funded child care. Today, early education 
teachers there have training and pay comparable to those of elementary 
school teachers. The cost of early education is capped at around ten 
percent of household income. In all these countries, a person’s cognitive 
abilities, likelihood of completing high school and college, and eventual 
success in the job market tend to be less heavily determined by his or 
her family’s wealth and makeup than in the United States. 

There has been some movement to expand the United States’ 
child-care and educational systems at the state level in the past 
two decades. Most states now have full-day public kindergarten, 
and some have added public preschool for four-year-olds. But the 
progress has been very slow, and in recent years, it has been set back 
by state revenue shortfalls. Assistance from Washington would be of 
considerable help. 

The equalizing eªects of college, too, cannot be overstated. 
Among Americans whose family incomes at birth are in the bottom 
fifth but who get four-year college degrees, 53 percent end up in the 
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middle fifth or higher. That is pretty close to the 60 percent chance 
they would have with perfectly equal opportunity. Washington needs 
to do better at helping people from less-advantaged homes aªord 
college. The average in-state tuition at an American four-year public 
university exceeds $8,000. In Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Finland, 
attending four-year public universities is free. According to data 
from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
in those nations, the odds that a person whose parents did not com-
plete high school will attend college are between 40 and 60 percent, 
compared with just 30 percent in the United States.

working	on	labor
Employment	is	 the next challenge. First, the low-hanging fruit: 
since a prison record impedes labor-market success, the United 
States should rethink its approach to punishment for nonviolent drug 
oªenders. According to the sociologist Bruce Western, states that 
have reduced imprisonment over the past decade, instead turning to 
alternative punishments, such as fines and community corrections 
programs, have experienced drops in crime similar to states that 
have increased imprisonment. If other states were to follow suit, the 
United States could avoid needlessly undermining the employment 
opportunities of a significant number of young men from less-
advantaged homes.

Broader trends in the labor market since the 1970s present a stickier 
problem. Hourly wages at the median and below have not budged in 
inflation-adjusted terms. In the 1980s and 1990s, the United States 
created a lot of new jobs. These facilitated the movement of women 
into the work force and thereby helped many households enjoy rising 
incomes despite the stagnation in wages. But in the early years of this 
century, employment growth stopped, and the subsequent recession 
and slow recovery have dealt a crushing blow to the less skilled. The 
employment rate among men aged 25–54 who did not finish high 
school dropped by ten percentage points between 2007 and 2010.

Eventually, the U.S. economy will get back on track, but that 
will not automatically lead to more jobs and higher wages. The lone 
period of sustained wage growth at the middle rung and below 
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occurred in the late 1990s. What distinguishes that period is that the 
Federal Reserve allowed the unemployment rate to drop to four 
percent, well below what many economists believed to be the level at 
which inflation would accelerate. If and when the United States 
returns to low unemployment, it will need the Federal Reserve to 
again be willing to allow wages to rise significantly before stepping 
on the brakes.

It would be foolish to count on this, though, so the United States 
would do well to consider alternative strategies. One useful tool 
might be the Earned Income Tax Credit. At the moment, the eitc 
provides an annual subsidy of up to $6,000 to households with less 
than $50,000 in earnings. That is helpful, but for a person with 
no children, the credit amounts to less than $500. That group—
young adults with low earnings and no children—includes many 
Americans who grew up in disadvantaged circumstances. If the 
economy is growing but wages are not, the United States can and 
should oªer a bigger boost to these people’s incomes. 

In the past year, a number of commentators, most notably Alan 
Krueger, chair of the White House Council of Economic Advisers, 
have suggested that reversing the rise in income inequality could 
improve economic mobility in the United States. After all, among 
the countries for which there are comparable data, those with less 
income inequality tend to have higher relative intergenerational 
mobility. The United States was already on the high end of the 
income-inequality scale a generation ago, and since then it has 
moved even further in that direction.

Yet general calls to reduce income inequality oªer little help in 
identifying which policies to pursue. Consider three possibilities. 
First, imagine that Washington legislated a radical reduction in the 
pay diªerentials for various types of jobs. (Narrower pay diªerentials 
account for part of the smaller opportunity gaps in the Nordic coun-
tries.) This certainly would reduce income inequality. It would also 
reduce opportunity inequality: at least in the first generation, even if 
someone’s capabilities matched perfectly those of his or her parents, 
his or her income would not. But such a drastic step is not likely to 
happen, in part because few Americans would support it. Second, 
suppose the United States were to raise income tax rates for the 
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top one percent of households and lower them for middle-class 
households. Such a move would reduce income inequality, but it 
would do little to improve the opportunities of children in low-income 
families. Third, suppose the United States increased tax rates for all 
households and used the revenue to fund universal early education. 
(As the political scientist Andrea Campbell recently wrote in these 
pages, most other advanced democracies devote far more tax revenue 
to social programs.) That step would do little to counter income 
inequality, but it could substantially expand opportunity. A reduction 
in income inequality, in short, is neither necessary nor su⁄cient for 
achieving a reduction in inequality of opportunity. 

land	of	opportunity
For	 all	 that other countries’ experiences can teach the United 
States, there are also lessons the United States should take from 
its own history. The most direct way that Washington has made 
opportunity more equal in the past has been through a⁄rmative 
action. A⁄rmative action is not a strategy that many other a¤uent 
countries have embraced, but it has a proven track record in the 
United States. Since the late 1960s, a⁄rmative action programs 
for college admissions and for hiring have expanded opportunities for 
women and various minority groups.

Now, a number of observers from across the partisan spectrum, from 
Richard Kahlenberg, a senior fellow at the left-leaning Century 
Foundation, to Charles Murray, a fellow at the right-leaning American 
Enterprise Institute, favor shifting the focus of a⁄rmative action 
eªorts from race and gender to family background. Emphasizing family 
background would continue to disproportionately help African 
American and Latino children, since they are more likely to come 
from families with low incomes and other disadvantages. Indeed, it 
would do more to help poor black and Latino children than traditional 
race-based a⁄rmative action programs, which have mainly benefited 
middle-class members of such minority groups.

In response to court rulings and ballot initiatives outlawing consid-
eration of race in admissions decisions, some public university systems, 
including those of California and Texas, have already moved in this 
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direction. One approach guarantees the top ten percent of students 
graduating from any public high school in a state automatic admis-
sion to a public university in that state. Sometimes, this is helpful; 
in schools where almost all the students are from poor families, the 
top ten percent of the graduating class will inevitably include 
low-income students. A more direct strategy would be for colleges 
and universities to consider family background as one of several 
kinds of disadvantages that applicants may have faced and to include 
that among the criteria by which applicants are ranked. 

How might employers be persuaded to use this direct approach? 
Half a century ago, the federal government mandated the use of 
a⁄rmative action in public agencies and in firms with which it 
contracted. It could do the same now in order to address the nation’s 
new opportunity gap. 

In the last half century, the United States has taken long strides 
toward equalizing economic opportunity. That progress did not 
happen on its own; it took place with a push from the government. 
In recent decades, however, the opportunity gap for Americans from 
diªerent family backgrounds has started to grow. Fortunately, the 
United States’ experience and that of other a¤uent nations suggest 
that the country is not helpless in the face of economic and social 
changes. There is no silver bullet; a genuine solution is likely to 
include an array of shifts in policy and society. Even so, a fix is not 
beyond the United States’ reach.∂


